
Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

sutter

with vintage, steamer-trunk design and plenty of storage,
our gorgeous Sutter Wine Bar marries style and function in an elegant accent fit for any gathering space. Handcrafted in Indonesia from 
solid, sustainably sourced lumber, Sutter’s beautifully distressed finish is perfectly complemented by solid, antiqued iron hardware. Ample 
storage is designed to accommodate your favorite beverages—each cabinet includes a 16-bottle wine rack, stemware storage, two folding 
bar-top extensions, and plenty of shelving.

product details
 � Bars are craftsman-built from solid mindi wood and mindi veneers.

 � Finishes are applied by hand and distressed by Indonesian artisans. 

 � Finished pieces are complemented by antiqued iron hardware.

 � Bar surfaces are covered with durable high-pressure laminate designed to 
withstand food, chemicals, heat, and more.

 � Bar-top extensions open to create additional counter space when one or 
both doors are open.

 � Cabinets feature ample storage including inner-door shelving, drawer, and 
tray.

 � Wine racks hold up to 16 bottles, and cabinet tops feature wine glass racks 
for stemware storage.

 � Hidden casters allow for easy movement from room to room.

 � This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied 
finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, 
making each truly unique.

 � Natural wood may display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other organic 
features that will not affect the quality or performance of your piece.

 � Furniture made from natural wood may move slightly due to temperature 
and humidity. This is normal and should be expected from season to 
season.

 � Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 
Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Wine Bar 
36" w x 21" d x 41.5" h 
Black 30SUTBLK 
Ebony 30SUTEBNY

Finishes:

Black

Ebony
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